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March 12, 2023 

The Satisfaction and Recovery Index 

User’s Manual 

Revision History: This version updates the prior manual dated 2014 using new knowledge 

About the Satisfaction and Recovery Index (SRI) tool: 

Measuring Patient reported outcomes are an essential part of patient centered care. However, many tools 
currently used assume that each item on a scale is equally important to all patients at all times, which does not 
appear to be the case. Intended as a more patient-centred measure, the Satisfaction and Recovery Index (SRI) 
was developed. This tool measures importance-weighed Health Related Satisfaction. It is intended as a metric 
for both the process and the state of recovery from deviations in health status (e.g., injury, illness, surgery). The 
use of importance weightings also permits users to identify the phenomenon of response shift, where priorities 
or importance of life domains shift over the course of a living with an adverse health state. Unlike many 
disability or function scales, it is oriented towards a positive or strengths-based perspective by focusing on 
patient’s sense of recovery and satisfaction as opposed to pain or disability. 

Development: 

Items were generated through a triangulation approach, starting with a review of how prior research studies 
defined the idea of ‘recovery’, reported in 20091. That work revealed that there was no consensus in how the 
state of ‘recovery’ is defined in much rehabilitation research. That led to the creation of a new theoretical 
framework that centred ‘resumption of a satisfactory life trajectory’ as the key indicator of what we will call 
‘recovery’, published in 20102. From there we went to the experts: people with pain (neck pain in this case). 
We asked them ‘How will you know when you are recovered? That is, how will the recovered version of you 
differ from the current version of you?’. Focus group participants provided a rich description of what it will 
mean for them to be recovered, and those went far beyond just experiencing less intense pain. These included 
things like physical capacity that feels normal for their age and sex, mental sharpness, connections with other 
people, and a sense of optimism for the future. These results were published in 20133. Using the results of the 
systematic review, our own theoretical framework, and what people in pain told us, we generated a prototype 
list of indicators of recovery that could become part of a scale for research use. Any symptom-focused indicator 
was first separated from the other indicators of satisfaction, and those symptoms become the 
Multidimensional Symptom Index4 that is described in another manual. The remaining items were restructured 
and pulled together on a scale originally called the Satisfaction and Interference Recovery Index, or SIRI, while 
it was under development. Around that same time Apple released its own thing called SIRI, so we changed the 
named to just the Satisfaction and Recovery Index, or SRI.  

One thing that we consistently heard (and continue to hear) is that people in pain found several questions on 
standardized surveys or clinical questionnaires not really relevant to them. For example, if they had no 
problems walking or didn’t own a car, questions related to walking or driving and how those contributed to the 

 
1 Walton DM. Disability and Rehabilitation 2009:31(12) 
2 Walton DM, MacDermid JC, Nielson W. Disability and Rehabilitation 2010:31(10) 
3 Walton DM, MacDermid JC, Taylor T, ICON. The Open Orthopaedics Journal 2013:7 
4 Walton DM, Marsh J. European Journal of Pain 2018:22(7) 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09638280802404128
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.3109/09638280903349511
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3793580/
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/ejp.1224
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way they were labelled ‘disabled’ or not, were problematic. So with the SRI we ask respondents (usually 
patients) to provide two scores for each item: 

• First is a 0-10 ranking of how important that domain of life is for their own sense of satisfaction (0 = not 
important at all, 10 = extremely important) 

• Second is a 0-10 rating of how satisfied they currently are in that domain of their life (0 = not at all satisfied, 
10 = completely satisfied).  

In this way, the scale score is more reflective of their personal sense of satisfaction based on only those life 
domains that are important to them. So if intimate connections with other people or spontaneity are less 
important, those domains get weighted lower in the total score than other more important domains. The 
importance ratings also provide an additional benefit for clinical interactions, allowing healthcare providers to 
focus on only those areas that are deemed of high importance, not wasting valuable time or resources on 
unimportant issues.  

Finally, this importance-weighting has the effect of influencing change scores, such that change in important 
domains reflect a greater overall scale score change than does change in less important domains. 

Research: 

The SRI has now been used in at least 7 published articles by our group alone, that can be accessed here. We 
are aware of other ongoing work in which the SRI is used as a primary or secondary outcome in recovery-
focused treatment. In one of the most recent studies5 we evaluated only the importance ratings and how 
relative importance of the different domains changed over a year following an acute painful injury. In this 
analysis we found that early in the acute post-injury phase people tended to rank things like meeting their 
basic needs and being physically capable the most important, but that as time went on and the initial severe 
symptoms subsided, the domains related more to self-actualization, like autonomy, interpersonal connections, 
and optimism became more important. We believe findings like these should have an influence on treatment 
pathways for those who work with recently injured people. 

Using the SRI: 

Ask patients to fill out the form periodically over the course of their recovery. This can be done in under five 
minutes. While we believe it is important that patients fill out both satisfaction and importance columns each 
time they are tested (as priorities can shift over the course of recovery), we found that for routine re-
evaluation the effect of the importance weightings are small and unlikely to affect intervention decisions. 
Accordingly, the importance weightings can be skipped in the interest of time efficiency for routine re-
evaluations, though we encourage their use at 1-2 month intervals at least. 

Dummy items (Enter a “4” in this column) were included to serve as a dependency check. If patients fail to fill in 
the correct number other methods may be required to assess their state of recovery. Dummy items should not 
be included in the calculations.  

 

To obtain the SRI Score: 

 
5 Modarresi S, Walton DM. Musculoskeletal Science and Practice 2021:102300 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/collections/62549509/?sort=pubdate
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2468781220306056
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1. Calculate weighted scores for each individual item (excluding the dummy items) using the following 
formula: 

Weighted Score per item = (Satisfaction x Importance) / 10 

This will ensure that the patient’s satisfaction with each domain is weighted according to how 
important it is in their lives.  

2. Calculate the overall SRI score using the following formula 

[(Sum of Weighted Scores as calculated above) / (Sum of Importance Scores only)] x 100 

This will ensure that items of greater importance are weighted heavier in the overall score. In addition, 
changes in areas of importance will lead to a greater change in the overall score than changes in areas 
of lesser importance. 

Interpreting the Results:  

A change of 14% can be considered clinically important. While the SRI may be more valuable as an evaluative 
tool for capturing the process rather than state of recovery, and responses to individual items are likely to be 
more useful than overall score, clinicians can be confident that in most cases a total SRI score <70% indicates a 
non-recovered state (positive likelihood ratio = 4.76) while a score >86% is likely to indicate a recovered state 
(PLR = 2.28).6 

Languages available:  

The SRI is available in English, French-Canadian, Persian, and Japanese versions. 

  

 
6 Modarresi S, Walton DM. Musculoskeletal Science and Practice 2021:102300 
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English 
Satisfaction and Recovery Index 

 
Below are 10 areas of life that other people in pain have identified as influencing recovery and satisfaction.  For each row, 
please indicate 1: how important that area is to you personally, and 2: how satisfied you currently feel in that area 
considering any interference from your injury or symptoms.  Note that it is possible to feel satisfied in an area that is not 
important to you, or to feel dissatisfied in an area that is important to you.  Use the following scale: 

Importance: 
 0               1               2               3               4               5               6               7               8               9               10 
Not important  Moderately        Extremely 
  to me at all important to me     important to me 
 
Satisfaction: 
          0               1               2               3               4               5               6               7               8               9               10 
Not satisfied at all                                                                                     Completely satisfied 
(complete interference) (no interference) 
 

 Importance (0-10) Satisfaction (0-10) 
1. Meeting your most basic needs (e.g., eating well, good sleep, good 

personal hygiene, etc…) 
  

2. Being mentally sharp (i.e., your ability to concentrate, remember or think 
quickly) 
 

  

3. Being physically fit (eg., strong, energetic or flexible) compared to other 
people of your age and sex 

  

4. Fulfilling your 'life roles’ (e.g., being a spouse, friend, parent, coworker 
and/or volunteer) 

  

5. Intimate relationships, whether they be physical relationships or close 
personal relationships above the level of normal friendship 

  

6. For validation purposes, place a ‘4’ in the Importance column, and a ‘6’ in 
the Satisfaction column in this row 

  

7. Being independent (e.g., making your own decisions and being in control 
of your own life) 

  

8. Being spontaneous (doing things without having to plan) 
 

  

9. Feeling positive emotions (e.g. happiness, joy, self-esteem) 
 

  

10. Feeling like you’ve got the potential to achieve new or greater things in 
the future 
 

  

 

 

Scoring: 
Individual item weighting = (importance x satisfaction) / 10 
Percent Health-Related Satisfaction = (Sum of weighted scores / Sum of importance scores) x 100 
Score range: 0% (completely unsatisfied) to 100% (completely satisfied) 
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French-Canadian 
 
Voici 10 domaines de la vie identifiés par d'autres personnes en douleur comme influençant la récupération et la 
satisfaction. Pour chaque ligne, s'il vous plaît indiquez 1: l'importance que vous accordez personnellement à cet aspect, et 
2: à quel point vous êtes satisfait vis-à-vis cet élément, compte tenu de votre blessure ou de vos symptômes. Notez qu'il 
est possible de se sentir satisfait dans une zone qui n'est pas importante pour vous, ou de se sentir insatisfait dans une 
zone qui est importante pour vous. Utilisez l'échelle suivante: 
 
Importance: 
 0               1               2               3               4               5               6               7               8               9               10 
Pas important Modérément    Extrêmement 
du tout pour moi important pour moi    important pour moi 
 
Satisfaction: 
          0               1               2               3               4               5               6               7               8               9               10 
Pas du tout satisfait                                                                                     Entièrement satisfait 
(interférence totale) (aucune interférence) 
 

 Importance (0-10) Satisfaction (0-10) 
11. Répondre à vos besoins les plus élémentaires (par exemple, bien 

manger, bien dormir, avoir une bonne hygiène personnelle, etc ...) 
  

12. Être mentalement fort (par exemple, votre capacité à vous concentrer, 
mémoriser ou réfléchir rapidement) 

  

13. Être en bonne forme physique (par exemple, fort, énergique ou souple) 
par rapport à d'autres personnes de votre âge et du même sexe 

  

14. L'accomplissement de vos «rôles de vie» (par exemple, en tant que 
conjoint, ami, parent, collègue, bénévole) 

  

15. Les relations intimes, qu'elles soient physiques ou des relations 
personnelles étroites au-dessus du niveau de l'amitié normale 

  

16. À des fins de validation, inscrivez 4 dans la colonne Importance et 6 
dans la colonne Satisfaction de cette rangée. 

  

17. Être indépendant (par exemple, prendre vos propres décisions et être 
en contrôle de votre propre vie) 

  

18. Être spontané (faire des choses sans avoir à les planifier) 
 

  

19. Ressentir des émotions positives (par exemple, le bonheur, la joie, 
l'estime de soi) 
 

  

20. Le sentiment d’avoir le potentiel de réaliser de nouvelles choses ou de 
grandes choses dans le future 
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Persian 
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Japanese 
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